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Abstract 

This dissertation was written as a part of the MSc in e-Business and Digital Marketing 

at the International Hellenic University.  

The popularity of social media is growing day by day, since the try to close the gap of 

communication between individuals. However, social media can create benefits and op-

portunities for the society at all. YouTube belongs to the well-known social media 

counting millions of users. The benefit of this platform is the communication that offers 

through exchanging video content. Even though YouTube daily use is regarding to 

watch videos for entertainment, there is also the capability for an individual to learn 

from it. The main goal of this dissertation is to find the sentiment of the individuals 

through analyzing the comments of educational videos. Those comments were drawn 

from the platform through YouTube Data API and google sheets, after sentiment analy-

sis is applied using two different methods VADER and TextBlob in order to detect the 

main sentiment. Both of the analyses showed that the dominant sentiment is neutral 

while positive is second and final the negative in the last place. Also, in the comments 

applied topic clustering utilizing the method of LDA in order to recognize topics and 

themes.  

 

I hereby state that this work that submitted belongs to me and where I used someone’s 

else work, I have declared the source(s) according to Regulations of Students Hand-

book. 
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1 Introduction 

There have not passed many years since the Social Media introduced, the term contains 

a combination of tools and technologies which are online and give a more social aspect 

on the Internet which includes the object of communication collaboration, ideas expres-

sion in more interchangeable way (Dabbagh & Reo, 2011). There is a change to the 

world scenery from the existence of the social media platforms, which is step by step 

tries to replace the traditional methods of communication, ideas exchanging even the 

way an individual can learn. This is the result of interaction, which is the main trait of 

social media. Another characteristic of social media, due to the interaction, is the pro-

duction of a vast amount of data that sometimes after processing them are capable to 

create a powerful piece of information.  

As time passes new social media has been invented, while old ones have been obsoleted 

or have been forgotten. In order to have a picture of the scenery of social media, there is 

representation of the tendencies of five social media (YouTube, Twitter, Facebook, Tik-

Tok and Instagram) the last five years (figure 1). From the figure 1 we can observe that 

the last five years, Facebook in the search engines has a decline path when the YouTube 

experienced a growth after January of the 2022 and surpass the Facebook, meaning that 

the YouTube has gain more market share as a social media than the others. Instagram 

and the twitter have an increase in their percentages. As for Tik-Tok because it is intro-

duced the last two years and become quite popular, we can obtain the feedback that it 

has not built his target audience well enough to take a big share of the market like the 

previous platforms.  
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Figure 1:Interest over five years for social media 

 

 

We have seen the utilities of social media as a mean of communication and ex-

changing information, so many enterprises and many individuals see the social 

media as a tool of marketing. There are many studies that appraise the effect of 

social media in the marketing research field, however this is one of the many 

fields that social media can be utilized. An interesting research field regarding the 

social media is their contribution on the educational system and how can affect 

the process. Zheng et al. (2015) study shows that there are opportunities that 

grows from social media, such as cooperative learning in order to enrich the edu-

cational process. Video content platforms such as YouTube can play a crucial role 

as a provider of information (Madathil et al., 2015) ready anytime, anywhere for 

the learner to take that piece of information without restraints. 

This study tries to discover the sentimental aspect of educational videos, that have 

been created by the Ted Ed, which is a YouTube channel with educational content 

videos. The sentimental aspect is going to be measured through the comments 

from the individuals with the appropriate tools. The comments will be character-

ized as positive, negative or neutral accordingly in order to evaluate the videos if 

they had an impact on the learners or not. In addition, the study seeks to create 

thematic topics in order to categorize the comments in certain divisions.  
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The main research questions (RQ) are: 

•           RQ1: What is people’s emotional perception regarding educational 

YouTube videos? 

•           RQ2: Which is the dominant sentiment of comments for the educational 

YouTube videos? 

•           RQ3: What are the main topics and categories of comments for the educa-

tional YouTube videos? 

 

This study has as main goal to give an understand to learners’ behavior regarding 

their emotional state while they are watching educational videos in the YouTube. 

The finding of this work will help to give a better view of the emotions that arise 

to people when they watch educational video on the YouTube. The emotion will 

help to design better the educational process according to the preferences of the 

learners this will allow to do a much more customized learning process. It is also 

it will try to uncover the elements of the videos that was the most favorite by the 

audience.  

 

The dissertation body is organized in this way: The chapter 2 is referring to the 

literature review, where is presented sentiment analysis and the topic modelling 

and related work. In chapter 3, the tools that were used to conduct this dissertation 

are presented in order to answer the research questions. In the chapter 4, the re-

sults from the analysis are being showed while answered in the research ques-

tions. In the chapter 5 concludes in the key findings, but also there is a presenta-

tion about the limitations of this study or the problems that come up during the 

dissertation and Future Work that could be conduct in another research study. 
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2 Literature review  

2.1 Big data  

The big problem, that enterprises and society, needs to be faced is the ‘big data’. Ac-

cording to the Manyika et al., (2011) big data are: “datasets whose size is beyond the 

ability of typical database software tools to capture, store manage and analyse”. So, the 

society and eventually the enterprise must handle the difficulty of transforming raw data 

from large scale datasets into valuable information. In the work of Gerard George et al., 

(2014), there is a presentation of five key sources which produce high amount of data: 

Public Data, Private Data, Data Exhaust, Community Data and Self-Quantification Da-

ta. 

Public data: This category refers to the data that have been produced by governmental 

authorities/ or institutions. 

Private data: This source of data is held commonly by private companies and cannot 

publish anywhere.  

Data Exhaust: The data exhaust is trace of data that produced when people interact with 

the Internet/or computer systems during their daily routine. 

Community Data: Here we have the representation of data in unstructured form (mainly 

text) that come from social networks and having as one of many purposes to capture 

trends. 

Self-Quantification Data: These data are produced by quantifying an individual his dai-

ly activity through a technology. An example is the data that collected through the 

smartwatches, which monitors the daily routine of an individual’s exercise. 

 

2.2 Learning analytics  

The first try of giving a definition of Learning Analytics (LA) comes from Siemens in 

2010: “Learning analytics is the use of intelligent data, learner produced data, and anal-

ysis
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models to discover information and social connections and to predict and advise on 

learning”. A year after the International Conference on Learning Analytics & 

Knowledge (LAK) that held by Society for Learning Analytics and Research (SoLAR) 

define: “Learning Analytics is the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of 

data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimizing 

learning and the environments in which it occurs”. However, except from the definition 

of what learning analytics is the society tried to distinguish three major categories as a 

point of convergence of LA which are Learning (here according to SoLAR includes all 

the attributes about the education and learning process) the Analytics section (the repre-

sentation techniques, statistics and references to the computer science) and finally the 

Human-Centered Design (such as usability, UX design elements). Tanya Elias (2011) 

makes an effort to describe the learning analytics as a field of study where tools mainly 

technological used to leverage (in term) learning and educational process. In addition, 

the author refers that the learning analytics field combines a variety of other fields such 

as Business Intelligence, Web Analytics, Academic Analytics, Educational data mining 

and Action Analytics.  

 

Business Intelligence tries to discover the potential that the enterprises/ or organizations 

may have, the state of the art, different tendencies, and the orientation that the markets 

will follow in the future, new technologies and generally the environment that the en-

terprise/or organizations competes and the route that the competitors have followed and 

the consequences of those decisions (Negash, 2004).   

 

Web analytics defined as “a combination of measuring, acquisition, analyzing and re-

porting data from the Internet with the aim of understanding and optimizing web expe-

rience” (Web Analytics Association, 2008).  

 

Academic analytics and Action Analytics. The Academic Analytics field is formed from 

institutional data, statistical analysis, and predictive modelling having as a main aim to 

change the academic behavior and the process (Baepler, & Murdoch, 2010). Donald et. 

al (2008) work has stated that there is a process of six steps in order to transform the 

academic analytics into action analytics: 

1. Aiming on process, solution and behavior. 
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2. Try to embed the work force in the educational process and to the curriculum of 

higher education. 

3. Apply the new technological capabilities and open architecture that are offered 

from the analytics. 

4. Trying to build a bridge between cross-institutional and inter-sectorial gap, giv-

ing a solution.  

5. Adopt new procedures that aligning the corporate goals with   strategies  

6. Need of development for institutional capacity and cultivating the change cul-

ture. 

Educational Data Mining (EDM) provides a combination of analysis techniques for a 

plethora of questions regarding the educational research and technology growth 

(Romero et. al. 2010; International Working Group on Educational Data Mining). EDM 

is a field that composed of information retrieval, recommendation systems, visualiza-

tions, domain-driven data mining, social network analysis (SNA), psychopedagogy, sta-

tistics etc (Romero and Ventura, 2013). The figure 2 represents the union of the fields in 

which the EDM operates and shows how the EDM is the union of many different fields.  

 

 

Figure 2:The ecosystem of educational data mining, Romero and Ventura 2013 

 

2.3 Social Media  

The last two decades social media start to make their appearance and then they quickly 

become a part of the individuals routine. But what exactly is the social media? There is 

not a clear definition of what social media is might be but there is an effort to develop 
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and adjust it to the new circumstances. The first attempt comes from Wellman (1996) 

“When computer networks link people as well as machines, they become social net-

works, which we call computer-supported social networks (CSSNs)”. Under the techno-

logical situation of this era the definition of Wellman is a good introduction of what so-

cial media could really be. After that the Virtual communities were introduced as a form 

of social media from Room et al., (1997) and describes them as “a group of people who 

communicate with each other via and are a relatively new phenomenon”. The social 

media term is defined for the first time from Kietzman et al. (2010) as “a group of In-

ternet based applications that builds on the ideological and technological foundations of 

Web 2.0, and that allows the creation and exchange of user-generated content”. A later 

definition was presented by Kapoor et al., (2019) and show that social media “is made 

up of various user-driven platforms that facilitate diffusion of compelling content, dia-

logue creation, and communication to a broader audience. It is essentially a digital space 

created by the people and for the people, and it provides an environment that is condu-

cive for interactions and networking to occur at different levels (for instance, personal, 

professional, business, marketing, political, and societal)”. These definitions are only 

few of many and shows exactly how much dynamic the social media possess. Another 

interesting thing is that with introduction of Web 2.0 along with the user generated con-

tent that could be shared among individuals the term of the social media introduced. 

Another potential which was presented by the last definition and the work of Kapoor et 

al. is even those networks started to connect people in the beginning eventually they 

started to connect businesses, governments in order to interact the one part with the oth-

ers and create a big network that not only there is a flow of information through it but 

the exchange emotions among all the parts. Another interesting thing is the production 

of a vast amount of data that are hardly to monitor and analyze them without having the 

appropriate means. So, the data of social media is a form of big data. 

2.3.1 YouTube  

YouTube belongs to the big “family” of social media. The origin of YouTube begins in 

America on 14th February 2005 from three partners Steve Chen, Chad Hurley, and 

Jawed Karim. Its purpose was to share visible content which upload to the platform and 

can be shared among the individuals. A survey of the Statista seen in the figure 3 (S. 

Dixon, 2022) can show that the YouTube platform has over 2,5 billion active users 
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monthly and has the second place based on the ranking systems of social media plat-

forms. 

 

Figure 3: Most popular social networks worldwide as of January 2022, ranked by number of 

monthly active users, Statista 2022 

 

 

2.3.2 YouTube DATA API  

Many social media platforms produce daily a vast amount of data consider them as data 

pools that enables to researchers to study the human behavior and measure in a way cur-

rent trends about crisis or global events (Malik & Tian, 2017). The YouTube being one 

of the biggest social media platforms provides an API, which stands for Application 

Programming Interface, and it is a software that allows the exchange of information be-
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tween applications. So, in this way information can be extracted from YouTube videos, 

channels or playlists. Another function of the API is the management of the data which 

can be succeeded with creating-uploading videos, playlists and exchange messages with 

other users.  

The process of YouTube API, the first step is the Google account which is obligatory, in 

order to obtain (generate) the key and get the access and the authority to make API re-

quests. Because API is a connector between webpage or/ application with the YouTube 

platform, YouTube developers secured the quality of the services by implemented a dai-

ly limit to quotas which is 10.000 units (Data Overview Api, 2021). 

 

2.3.3 YouTube as a medium of learning  

Social media belongs to those tools that have a deep impact to an individual life. There 

are a lot of application areas even can serve an education system. There is a deep 

thought about the incorporation of social media in education process. However, one ad-

vantage that Social Media offers is that can make everything it “touches” more opened, 

social-oriented and collaborative even if it is the educational process (Moghavvemi et 

al., 2018). Many researchers support that the combination of social media and higher 

education will result in closing the gap between students and institutions (Karvounidis 

et al., 2014; Manca & Ranieri, 2016a; b).  

Research found a correlation between the use of YouTube and the role of enriching the 

learning process with one condition, the video must be relevant with the subject 

(Moghavvemi et al., 2018). This study also mentions that the use of visual elements like 

video will support the educational process, because students are involved more to the 

learning process by seeking and watching videos on YouTube and lead in have a better 

understanding about the topic. Another aspect of YouTube is the active engagement of 

nursing students in the learning process (Clifton & Mann, 2011). The engagement digs 

deeper to the educational process making students to view a problem from a holistic ap-

proach, discuss it and increase their critical thinking. And in the fields of Arts YouTube 

has a part, too. Using YouTube as a tool of learning in performing Arts can adjust cur-

rent trends and social collaboration to the course and can trigger the creativity and the 

imagination both students and professors (DeWitt et al., 2013).  
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YouTube and especially the visual multimedia that offers like video can be a powerful 

tool for reshaping the educational process. All tool technologies might be bad or good 

depending on how we use them.  

2.4 Sentiment analysis  

 

Opinion is a word with many meanings and different uses. Opinion is a guide to indi-

vidual’s activities and have the central role of affecting our behavior (Liu, 2012). Before 

explaining thoroughly what Sentiment Analysis is, it will an advantage to define it, 

“Sentiment Analysis (SA) or Opinion Mining (OM) is the computational study of peo-

ple’s opinions, attitudes and emotions towards an entity” (Medhat et al., 2014). The en-

tity can be expressed as persons, events, or topics. The essence of Sentiment Analysis is 

the identification and extraction of human sentiments from unstructured data in form of 

text with tools and algorithms provide by Machine Learning (ML) and Natural Pro-

cessing Language (NLP) (M. H. Abd El-Jawad et al., 2018).  

The field that the Sentiment Analysis which used the most is the Social Media, where 

enormous datasets are extracted and analyzing to understand the opinions or the senti-

ments that human have about a certain topic or a product. Social Media contains a mix 

of different applications for different domains, and this is the result that individuals can 

exchange their opinions freely and anonymous regarding products, services, people or 

even topics. Expressing anonymous inner thoughts could be a double-edge sword as you 

can express accurate your opinion without falling victim to phenomenon of prejudice 

and the other side is the misuse of the anonymous creating comments or reviews with 

hatred due to personal reasons.  

 

2.4.1 Levels of Sentiment Analysis  

The levels of SA consisted of three, which are the document-level, sentence-level, and 

aspect level (Liu, 2015).  

 

Document-level  

In the document level the determination of polarity is the main goal (Rhanoui et al., 

2019). Rhanoui et al., (2019) supports that this level is one of the most difficult to han-
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dle because of the plethora of the words that increase the noise and having an effect on 

the polarity of the text. Polarity or sentiment orientation in this occasion refers the clas-

sification of the opinion to negative or positive opinion/sentiment (Liu, 2015).  

Missen et al., (2013) the research on document level was approached step by step and 

this defined it as “word to document level”, utilizing a corpus work of documents. The 

first step was to identify the sentiment orientation of the word and then create a score of 

combining the sentiment orientation of all the words, in this way they defined the po-

larity of the document. 

 

Sentence-level  

The first level of Sentiment Analysis was the document as a whole entity moving fur-

ther the analysis, the sentence-level is introduced, therefore the analysis focused on the 

sentences in the text and try to identify the dominance polarity or the existence of neu-

trality in the opinion, which results in the lack of opinion in the sentence (Chen et al., 

2017). In this level the algorithms try to distinguish the subjective information with the 

factual one (Devika et al., 2016).  

The true challenge in this level is to discover the pattern of the polarity or neutrality due 

to the fact that sentences are shorter than the whole document. In social media there are 

reviews that can contain one word, so the work becomes even harder. Another issue that 

has been risen lately is that exclusion of neutral class from analysis cannot be forgotten 

(Drus & Khalid, 2019). Neutral comments can influence in a negative way the infor-

mation fusion process of the extraction and categorization of the opinion (Chaturvedi et 

al., 2018). 

Both the document and sentence analyses do not drill down to the part of information 

that is essence, which is what individuals really ‘like’ or ‘dislike’ (Devika et al., 2016). 

All the previous leading in the aspect level of analysis, to extract the pinnacle of infor-

mation that is vital for decision-making. 

 

Aspect-level  

The previous levels do not do a depth analysis, but the focus is around the sentence, 

document, paragraphs etc. In contrast, the aspect level concentrates on the opinion itself 

(Devika et al., 2016). The aspect-level analysis contains three procedural steps when it 
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is applied the identification, classification, and aggregation (Tsytsarau & Palpanas, 

2012).Furthermore, aspect level have some concerns regarding the elements of robust-

ness (the ability to overcome the informal writing in user generated content), flexibility 

(dealing with a plethora of domains),  and speed (due to the Web Ubiquity the increase 

demand for speed high performance) (Schouten & Frasincar, 2015). 

 

2.4.2 Areas of application of Sentiment Analysis   

There are a variety of areas that sentiment analysis can be applied and a variation of 

techniques that can be used in each field, in entrepreneurship in the fields of marketing 

and the recommendations systems or the finance and the “discovering” of future behav-

iors and trends of the markets (Ren et al., 2018). But SA, does not stop there it also can 

serve the politics, healthcare, government intelligence and sports. 

 

Entrepreneurship  

The field of business utilize the SA for different operational projects. On the field of the 

marketing SA can be used to improve the existing services/products or to develop new. 

The study of Hai et al., (2015) shows that the application of SA in financial sector can 

be beneficial for the entrepreneurs. The results it was the development of a prediction 

model about the stock price utilizing the data from social media platforms. The dimen-

sion, which used in order to develop this model, was the sentiments which related for 

specific areas around the company. Another application in finance is the model of Li 

and Meesad (2016) that used. In tourism and Hospitality domain SA has been used to 

categorize the user reviews to measure the service quality (Duan et al., 2013). The study 

of Duan et al. summarizes in the common sense that different dimensions of Service 

Quality can lead in reconstructing the review posting behavior, and also added that there 

is a connection between the past reviews and future. Sentiment Analysis has not ex-

plored to all the fields of the entrepreneurship yet, which means there are possibilities 

for future works that yet are unknown. 
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Politics 

A province of the Sentiment Analysis is the field of politics. It can show where the pub-

lic opinion interest may be and what the main demands are for the voters. Therefore, 

those who oversee the political campaigns can adapt this information to the strategy to 

improve the political campaign. The information can be taken through social media ana-

lyzing it and create patterns about the political popularity regarding his/her tenure or 

current trends (Ramteke et al., 2016). 

 

HealthCare  

Examining the reviews of the patients about their health through social media is a part 

of sentiment analysis on the HealthCare sector (Gohil et al., 2018). The sentiment anal-

ysis can help the professional to take the correct root of action because they take into 

account the emotions of their patients towards the treatment. Hospitals can increase the 

value of their service knowing through social media platforms if the patients have a pos-

itive or negative attitude, satisfied with the hospital’s services or if there is a space for 

improvement (Denecke & Deng, 2015).  

 

Government  

The domain of public administration especially to Government could not exclude from 

the application areas of Sentiment Analysis. It allows Governments to examine the im-

pact of a policy or regulation upon individuals considering emotions or attitudes ex-

pressed through Social media and tracking individuals emotions, attitudes towards news 

strategies planned by governments to predict the consequences (Kumar & Joshi, 2017). 

 

Sports  

Another applicable area of SA is the Sport industry. Groups of people that supports 

teams or fans exchange their emotions about their teams and favorite players on social 

media. In order to measure emotional reaction of football fans considering the game, 

research analyzing the Tweets of FIFA World Cup 2014 has been conducted (Yu & 

Wang, 2015). 
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2.4.3 Challenges regarding Sentiment Analysis 

Even though Sentiment Analysis “blooms” amid the research field, challenges are also 

part of it. Those issues may concern domain specific, multiple opinions in a sentence, 

negation handling, subjectivity, and sarcasm detection (Jindal & Aron, 2021). 

 

Domain-Specific 

Words have many meanings according to domain that refer to. Therefore, it is truly a 

domain-related research field (Medhat et al., 2014). The connection of words, their 

meanings can be altered according to the research field. The term ‘hard’ when it is re-

ferred to material it has the meaning of solid, but it takes a different meaning when it is 

connected to individual it means the lack of emotions, sympathy.  

 

Multiple Opinions in a sentence  

The sentences can consist of more than two opinions, the difficult in this case is that the 

multiple opinions can be both subjective and have facts on them (Aggarwal & Zhai, 

2013). Hence, the algorithm of sentiment analysis could not define if the opinion be-

longs to a fact or to the belief of an individual. So, it is difficult to do a depth analysis.  

 

Negation handling  

A big task coming to stand up against the Sentiment Analysis, is the management of ne-

gations. Words that have a negative meaning like not, neither, nor etc. can reform the 

meaning of a sentence and this influence the polarity of the text (Liu, 2012). For in-

stance, ‘the food was great, but the service wasn’t good’, in this example the first sen-

tence has positive meaning while the second a negative, so overall the experience to the 

restaurant cannot define clearly because the polarity that has been created and it is diffi-

cult to manage. However, on some occasions where there is not affection of the polarity 

of the text and there is a neutral sentiment value the negative words may be ignored 

(Vinodhini & Chandrasekaran, 2012). 
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Subjectivity detection  

Another critical task for the Sentiment Analysis is the detection of the subjective sen-

tence. This is process where the algorithm tracking the fact and remove it from the sen-

tence, while keeping the subjective opinion for further analysis (Liu, 2012). 

 

Sarcasm detection  

Sarcasm consists one of the major challenges in Sentiment Analysis. Sarcasm refers to 

claiming or writing the opposite of what you want to express through your speech, mak-

ing this way the individual you exchange your thoughts silly (Birjali et al., 2017). The 

‘problem’ in this occasion rises from the reason that the polarities of sentiments are re-

versed through the text, which means if a sentence contains sarcasm, then it is difficult 

for the algorithm to recognize the truth negative or positive pattern that the sentence 

has. Sarcasm detection is indeed quite interesting because the sentiment analysis tries to 

figure out the sarcastic expressions and then moving forward with the analysis. 

 

2.4.4 Approaches of Sentiment Analysis  

 

The domain of Sentiment Analysis is growing larger each day and it is promising not 

only for the scientific community but also for the rest of application areas. The chal-

lenges of sentiment analysis forced the researchers to adapt and try various techniques 

to solve problems. 

Generally, the literature makes a proposal of three categories which are machine learn-

ing, lexicon based and hybrid approach (Jindal & Aron, 2021) and graph-based ap-

proach (Li et al., 2019). 

 

Machine learning approach.  

Applying machine learning techniques, requires firstly to prepare (train) the algorithm 

using some define inputs to gather known outputs, and this will result in doing this pro-

cess with unknown data (He, 2012). This approach utilizes sentiments as the input and 

tries with a combination of statistical analysis to predict the output. Because this model 

“learns” through training data big datasets are prerequisite, those datasets must have a 
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pattern for the domain that the research is conducted, but that does not mean that the 

classes of this domain could be used efficiently to other domains (Agarwal & Mittal, 

2016). The groups of traits that extracted from the training data are pushed on classifier 

model such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naïve Bayes (NB), Logistic Regression 

(LR), Random Forest (RF) etc., then the classifier can make a prediction model upon 

sentiment orientation of the sample by utilizing the sentiment labels (Li et al., 2019). 

Furthermore, there is classification on machine learning approach in supervised and un-

supervised learning method (Jindal & Aron, 2021).  

Supervised Learning Method is used when your data are labeled and using this label to 

create your prediction model (Jindal & Aron, 2021). Unsupervised Learning Method is 

when labels or classifications are missing from the training dataset, which means that 

output value is not available for the sample (Hemmatian & Sohrabi, 2019). Therefore, 

you need to model the data, that lie beneath, to learn more about the data of the training 

dataset two commonly techniques that are referred from Jindal & Aron (2021) are clus-

tering and association.  

 

Lexicon based approach.  

The lexicon-based approach, also knowledge-based approach, applies both in sente-nce 

and aspect level having as main goal the examination of polarity of the words contained 

in a text (Taboada et al., 2011). This method offers the advantage of overlooking the 

training data when it comes to a usual text (Ding et al., 2008; Taboada et al., 2011).  It 

belongs to the unsupervised learning method.  

An algorithm that has been commonly known and used for social media is SentiStrength 

(Thelwall et al., 2010), which can be a measured of identification for informal text. 

There are two methods related to the Lexicon-based approach the Corpus-based ap-

proach and Dictionary-based approach (Medhat et al., 2014). The Corpus-based ap-

proach contains the opinion words and syntactic rules (Jindal & Aron, 2021). The pro-

cess of this method begins with the list that refers to the words and the rules, afterwards 

the algorithm tries to match the opinion word with other that have similar semantic ori-

entation. The words can be categorized in negative, positive or neutral using the score 

of -1, 0, +1, so in this way the algorithm knows the semantic orientation of each word 

(Drus & Khalid, 2019). The problem that rises in this situation is that a word may be 

positive for a domain and negative for the other one. The Dictionary-based approach 
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considers the collection of sentiments that are discovered primary by searching the 

“root” words for the opinion mining, continuing with the discovery of synonyms and 

antonyms of those words in the dictionary (Devika et al., 2016). This process is a loop 

with the only condition to stop it no new group of words can be detected. Nevertheless, 

the lexicon-based approach is a powerful tool to discover the semantic orientation of the 

words in any language and create the appropriate sets of words that be object for further 

analysis.  

 

Hybrid approach  

The title gives the true nature of the approach, which is the combination of machine 

learning and the lexicon-based methods. Those methods together can be helpful to so-

cial media domain by giving a solution on sentiment analysis regarding texts (Li et al., 

2019). For instance, the work Khan et al., (2014), which introduce a method of using a 

lot of preprocessing steps in order to address the text in the classifier. However, in the 

final step they embedded a twitter sentiment analysis. So, in this way they managed to 

handle problems such as classification accuracy, data sparsity and sarcasm detection. In 

the end, the two approaches that are combined can solve more problems than apply only 

one.   

 

Graph-based approach  

The previous approaches have a prerequisite of a big amount of annotated data, to re-

duce the need of those data researchers applied Label Propagation algorithm (LPA) (Li 

et al., 2019).  The fact that LPA utilizes nodes to share labels. The research of Speriosu 

et al., (2011) exploit that the fusion of different knowledge pools with a propagation al-

gorithm made improvements on tweet sentiment orientation classifiers. The experiment 

of the previous study was successful because there was one assumption that individuals 

who using Twitter are influence each other and have a common ground about different 

topics.  
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2.5 Topic Modelling  

Topic Modelling (TM) is a method that is used in a huge dataset text mining corpus, in 

which the topic model processes a plethora of documents which are the inputs, lacking 

the supervision, and tries to categorize them to sub-topics (Blei et al., 2003). The TM 

has as a scope to portray a human-interpretable sematic theme (Abdelrazek et al., 2023). 

The final step is the results which are represented through latent interpretable of docu-

ments accordingly to topics (Crain et al., 2012). The segmentation of TM is in four cat-

egories which are: fuzzy, algebraic, probabilistic and neural models.  

 

2.5.1 Fuzzy models  

In the fuzzy logic while spoken for clustering, an object can belong in more than one 

category with different percentage which refers to the participation of this words in the 

class (Yang, 1993). The fuzzy TM tries to identify the topics and then the algorithm 

tries to allocate words to those topics or clusters utilizing a degree of truth instead of 

Boolean variable “0 or 1” (Abdelrazek et al., 2023). One of the advantages of the fuzzy 

TM is the management of sparsity of not long texts, while the disadvantage of this 

method is that the main focus group is the medical data.  

 

2.5.2 Algebraic models  

 

This method segments the existing documents into a term table and after this searches 

the lowest estimation (Abdelrazek et al., 2023). The positive offering of this method is 

that is not complex, simple to understand and much efficient with the computations and 

with some extra features can manage short texts. On the other side lack of statistical ba-

sis contributing in the absence of the data model. 

 

2.5.3 Probabilistic models  

 

Another category of TM is the probabilistic models and as it is name refers this model 

takes into account the probabilistic relationships of the model entities. The primary step 
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is the definition of a process utilizing Bayesian graphical models and then you go 

backwards, so to reach in a conclusion (Abdelrazek et al., 2023). The probabilistic mod-

el has been categorized to two others which are the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) 

and Εxtending LDA. The first one LDA is the simplest method of modeling documents 

while there is plethora of topics, and the topics do not contain variable vocabulary terms 

(Blei & Lafferty, 2006). In order to move with the process an assumption is been made 

that a number of K topics have a relation to a collection, then the documents are dis-

played on the topics with a different percentage. As it is described by the Blei & Laffer-

ty this assumption is essential because the documents that contained in corpora are go-

ing to be heterogonous between them, so a subset of the collection of ideas and themes 

should penetrate the overall collection.  

On the other hand, the Extending LDA in one case there is an assumption to be made in 

order to have a more relaxed form of the words bag, combining with the order of the 

words is not play a crucial role inside the documents, the result of this assumption is the 

discovering of the corpora’s topics. Another form of the Extending LDA is when the 

topics in each document are associated between them. This happens because the LDA 

take into account that the topics in each document are independent.  

  

2.5.4 Neural models  

 

In this case the optimization takes the place of intractable posterior inference (Ab-

delrazek et al., 2023). On the one hand with this model the bendiness that is offers in 

terms of shared training for topic coherence with the combination of accomplishing 

complex models with the ability to adapt to the different circumstances. 

 

 

2.6 Related Work  

 

There are a numerous of researchers that conducted analysis in learning applications of 

social media, however a few studied YouTube educational comments and the most 

common field of research is medicine. 
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Lee et al. (2017) conducted an experiment on 150 videos gathering 29,386 comments, 

that were extracted from YouTube channels in order to investigate if the YouTube as a 

social media platform could contribute on the self-directed learning (SDL). The purpose 

of their research is to appoint that social technologies like social media platform could 

really enrich the autonomous learning by giving appropriate instructions to learners. 

They applied a combination of sentiment and qualitative analysis, resulting in data tri-

angulation meaning the importance of the results. The results of the sentiments analysis 

indicated that only 8 videos of 150 have more negative than positive comments. The 

main conclusions of this study were that the combination of analytical techniques re-

garding comments/ reviews on social media can lead to a better understanding of online 

expressions. Another aspect that this study enlightens is the correlation between com-

ments and SDL traits. In addition, provide an enhancement of social learning because 

through the research they discover a behavior rising from the comments like sharing 

goals and thankfulness among the members, having fun and having a more socializing 

and extroverting behavior of learners. At last, researchers make a mention of the practi-

cal part of the study, the first is the collaboration of learners and contributors which en-

courages SDL and participation. Secondly, it provides a powerful tool for the institu-

tions through the empowerment of educational process especially the life-long educa-

tion.  

Dubovi & Tabak (2020) have also conducted research on YouTube by making analysis 

of 1,560 comments taken from six post-videos. The choices of the video selection come 

from the field of science.  The main goal of this study is to seek if through social media 

and especially YouTube could create a base for collaborative knowledge through dis-

course moves. The researchers separate their work into three categories discourse 

moves, knowledge construction and the combination of them and in each category the 

perform different types of analysis. In the first category, through analyzing the com-

ments they discovered that the dominant interaction was the neutral assertion or coun-

tering assertions without expressing an immediate disagreement. Following, an ANO-

VA analysis for the inclination of users showed that the counter assertions and disa-

greements were followed by evidence. Also, only a small amount of the comments of 

the counter assertion or disagreement were accompanied by evidence credibility (21% 

of the comments). For the second category they applied collaborative construction 

knowledge analysis the table 1 presents the results of every phase and what percentage 

of comments holds.   
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Table  1: Results of the Collaborative Construction Knowledge Analysis (Dubovi & Tabak, 

2020) 

Phase Phase description  Comments % 

1 Sharing/Adding opinions  37.5% 

2 Negotiating meaning  44% 

3 Elaboration 12% 

4 Synthesis  2.5% 

5 Highest level of knowledge construction <1% 

 

Another analysis is ordered logit regression in order to find out if there is a cause-effect 

on discourse move and knowledge building, and the analysis showed that there is a sta-

tistical significance between the two variables. Then they continued with the path analy-

sis to seek any direct or indirect influence of discourse moves on knowledge construc-

tion, which revealed that there is a direct influence for counter assertions, discourse 

moves of disagreement and agreement with knowledge construction. Overall, the main 

finding of the study was that YouTube can enrich the informal knowledge for scientific 

matters and utilize its collaborative characteristics in order to upscale the life-long 

learning.  

Tolkach & Pratt (2021) research focused on an unexplored domain of YouTube Learn-

ing capabilities regarding tourism sector. This study presents the analysis of videos on a 

YouTube channel named Travel Professors, that contains short videos filmed on differ-

ent locations and presents a plethora of content for research and learning material about 

the tourism domain. They used the YouTube analytics tool to extract the data about the 

channel and for the comments they do a content analysis. Their findings were that non-

popular tourism location videos gathered the attention of individuals. Another point that 

this study makes is that students appraise the decision of the teachers to use videos as a 

material of study and discussion in class, because videos worked as a connector be-

tween the real world and theoretical knowledge. The true meaning of YouTube combin-

ing with tourism and hospitality learning is to approach this domain theoretically and 

practically. 

Azer et al. (2022) work was focused on reviewing the quality of videos on YouTube for 

ileostomy and colostomy. They searched and found 1816 videos from which only the 
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149 were relevant for colostomy and ileostomy and were in accordance with the criteria 

of inclusion which are in harmony with the medical instructions and guidelines from 

medical organizations. On those 149 videos after assessing them only 52 had an educa-

tional purpose and present true facts about the colostomy and the ileostomy while the 

others excluded. On the one hand the 52 videos provided information about the creator 

which came from medical organizations/ or societies or might be surgeon and educa-

tional instructor with specialization in these fields. On the other side the videos that 

were excluded lacking a plethora of scientific information, such as several videos did 

not follow the hygiene process which was appropriate. The videos created by medical 

experts (organizations, institutions etc.) or even patients that suffered from this illness 

could play a critical role especially in the education of public about ileostomy and co-

lostomy.  

King & McCashin (2022) work focused on YouTube vlogs having as a field the Border-

line Personality Disorder (BPD) and they performed thematical analysis on comments.  

The content of the vlogs was centered about people living with BPD. The videos were 

gathered from YouTube Ireland platform and the searched term was “Living with Bor-

derline Personality Disorder Vlog”. Only four vlogs were moving into the analysis 

phase because of the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The number of comments 

amounted to 1197 and the total words were almost 55,574. The result of the analysis 

was the recognition of different themes regarding the comments: 

1) “Sharing advice, support and encouragement”. 

2) “Vlogs destigmatizing, information and educating”. 

3) “Solidarity, relatability and personal connection”. 

4) “Intense, unstable intrapersonal and interpersonal functioning”. 

5) “Prompting disclosures about mental health struggles”. 

Researchers indicated that the results of thematic analysis and the discovery of the five 

themes, the vloggers and commenters create a supporting network. Negative feelings 

like depression and closeness work as a catalyst and make the two parties come together 

and empower the bond that has created. In addition, YouTube vlogs had an informative 

character about the BPD because vloggers shared their life story regarding the illness 

and allowing individuals (especially the commenters) to see from their perspective the 

trauma, which caused not only from the disorder, but also from the society who stigma-

tized patients with mental disorders. Another dimension that this study enlightens is the 
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diagnosis of BPD in people that did not know that suffer from it. This happened because 

a portion of individuals that watched the video discovered that suffered from the same 

symptoms. This indicates the success of those vlogs that raised the awareness among 

the society for the disease and make them understand what the life looks like for those 

who suffered from the BPD. 

 

Table  2: Concentrated Findings on YouTube Educational Videos Studies 

Author Title  Context  Method/Tools  Result  

Lee, Osop, 

Goh, & Kelni. 

(2017) 

Making sense 

of comments 

on YouTube 

educational 

videos: A self-

directed learn-

ing perspec-

tive 

YouTube  SentiStrength (Lexi-

con based ap-

proach), Content 

Analysis (Systemat-

ic Classification) 

YouTube can 

enhance social 

learning and 

self-directed 

learning 

Dubovi & 

Tabak. (2020) 

An empirical 

analysis of 

knowledge co-

construction in 

YouTube 

comments. 

YouTube  Ordered Logit Re-

gression, 

Structural Equation 

model, 

Mediation analysis 

(multi-categorical 

independent varia-

ble) 

Life-long edu-

cational em-

power and the 

importance of 

informal 

knowledge for 

science 

Tolkach & 

Pratt. (2021) 

Travel Profes-

sors: A 

YouTube 

channel about 

tourism educa-

tion & re-

search 

YouTube  YouTube Analytics 

Tool, Content Anal-

ysis 

Tourism edu-

cation can be 

empowered 

through the 

videos. 
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 Azer, 

AlKhawajah 

& Alshamlan. 

(2022) 

Critical evalu-

ation of 

YouTube vid-

eos on colos-

tomy and ile-

ostomy: Can 

these videos 

be used as 

learning re-

sources? 

YouTube  YouTube Video as-

sessment criteria 

 

Guideline the 

public in how 

to live better 

after a serious 

illness.  

King & 

McCashin. 

(2022) 

Commenting 

and connect-

ing: A themat-

ic analysis of 

responses to 

YouTube 

vlogs about 

borderline 

personality 

disorder 

YouTube  Inductive Themati-

cal Analysis, Patient 

Education Materials 

Assessment Tool for 

Audio-visual Mate-

rials 

Raising 

awareness to 

society 

through vlogs 

for a medical 

issue.  
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3 Methodology 

Tools and platform  

The answer to the research questions was a result of analysis of data, so in order to do 

the data analysis tools and platforms were used Rapid Miner, PowerBi, python’s ana-

conda. YouTube data API along with google sheets and script were used in order to 

download the comments and process it in order to answer the research questions. (We 

need to refer the research questions that we must made) 

3.1 Data Collection 

Before applying the sentiment analysis, a first step is to gather the comments from 

Youtube. The sections that are followed describe the process that the comments extract-

ed and analyzed to produce valuable infromation.  

 

3.1.1 Video selection 

In order to choose videos to extract comments for the data analysis we had to discover 

channels that has educational content videos. Making a search through google an article 

of university of people with the title “Best Educational Youtube Channels for college 

students” lead to the channel Ted ed, which is described as a channel with a variety of 

educational videos for different areas of expertise from health sciences to visual arts etc. 

From the YouTube channel Ted ed four playlists were chosen in order to download the 

comments. The first called “A Bug’ s life” contain educational videos related to bugs, 

the second is “Epic engineering: How this get made”, the third is “Creative Writing 

Workshop #CampYouTube #WithMe” and the final is “Mental health awareness”. The 

playlists should follow some criteria which are according to the table below: 
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Table  3: Inclusion and Exclusion criteria for the playlist selection 

Inclusion criteria  Exclusion criteria 

Public (the videos which are included) Private (the videos which are included) 

Comments and ratings enabled  Comments and ratings disabled 

English language  Non English language 

 

3.1.2 Comment Collection using YouTube API and Google Scripts 

To collect the data for the analysis YouTube Data API, Google Sheets and Scripts were 

used. Google Apps script is a cloud-based scripting language, that allows Google Apps 

to improve their functionality. First step includes the activation of YouTube Data API 

through Google Developers Console as it is seen in the figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 4: Creation of Credentials from Google Developers Console 

 

After activating the YouTube Data API, the next step involves the opening of a google 

sheet in the first cell unique id of each video must be inputted like the figure 5. Before 

moving on the procedure, it is very essential to mention that each video has a unique id, 

and it has place in the link is after the equal symbol (“=”) and before the and (“&”) be-

cause it is mentioned to lists:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Bax8ijH038&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzs

PD6VQThV5S&index=14 
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Figure 5: Google Sheet 

After copying the unique id, the next step including to open the apps script through the 

extensions. In the Apps Script it is necessary to activate the YouTube Data API in order 

to enable the connection between the code that will be written to the script and the 

YouTube to scratch the information that you required from the code. In order to enable 

that through Services (Figure 6), push the “plus” button a window is opened with the all 

the API’s. 

 

Figure 6: Apps Script  

 

From the pop-up window, which is shown to the figure 7, YouTube Data Api v3 service 

is chosen. This will allow to draw all the data from the YouTube. After that in the field 

of the Code.gs, the script needs to be embedded. The script of the figures 5 and 6 works 

simple, calling the function that is required to draw all the data from the YouTube 

(“scrapeCommentsWithReplies()”). Continuing is the determination of some variables 

that will be needed like in which cell to search and take the unique id of the video, how 

the data will be stored etc. Furthermore, we utilize the nextPageToken, which is essen-

tial if the video has more than 100 comments. Moving forward we begin with the condi-
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tion of while, this loop is called because we want to draw all the comments from the 

video and it breaks if the NextPageToken is undefined, which results that there are not 

any more comments to draw. Another variable that we determine is the “data” referring 

to the method that the comments will be excluded.  Also, in figure 8 we can observe a 

loop that begins with the command “For” trying to exclude all the data from the 

Youtube and insert them to the google sheet, the condition “if” it is activated if the 

comment has comments below it. So, we will be able to draw the secondary comments 

that refers to the main comments of the video. The second loop of while is to secure that 

all the secondary comments will be retrieved, and it breaks when there are no more. In 

figure 9, it refers to the message that may appear, the first time that the code will be run, 

most of the time it is ignored because it is like a bug of the system, then other times 

there is a character that missing from the video id. A good solution is to close the 

google sheet and re-opened. The figure 10 is the message that must be appear to the sys-

tem in order to start the process. After that close the application window and return to 

the sheet where the comments will be in the columns of it.  

 

 

Figure 7: Activating the YouTube Data API v3 in the Service section of Apps Script 
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Figure 8: GS script for downloading comment part 1 

 

Figure 9: GS script for downloading comment part 2 

 

 

Figure 10: Error with the first execution of script 
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Figure 11: The message that starts the mining of comments from gs console.  

 

The table 4 contains all the videos from the four list of TedEd in order to draw and ana-

lyze the comments.  

 

Table  4: List of Videos used in the research. 

a/a  Category  Video name – 

Author  

Url  Date  No. Comments 

1 Bugs The bug that 

poops candy - 

George Zaidan 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=LVdynVuJsBo

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgG

DVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc  

14/4/2020 3.771 

2 Bugs Should we eat 

bugs? - Emma 

Bryce 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=rDqXwUS402I

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgG

DVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc

&index=2 

2/1/2014 4.407 

3 Bugs Why are there 

so many in-

sects? - Murry 

Gans 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=2ivZ6GSaK1M

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgG

DVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc

&index=3 

1/3/2016 2.813 

4 Bugs Mating frenzies, 

sperm hoards, 

and brood raids: 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=RNdouBNrnM0

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgG

16/1/2020 2.731 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVdynVuJsBo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVdynVuJsBo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVdynVuJsBo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVdynVuJsBo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDqXwUS402I&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDqXwUS402I&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDqXwUS402I&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDqXwUS402I&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDqXwUS402I&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ivZ6GSaK1M&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ivZ6GSaK1M&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ivZ6GSaK1M&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ivZ6GSaK1M&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ivZ6GSaK1M&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNdouBNrnM0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNdouBNrnM0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNdouBNrnM0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=4
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The life of a fire 

ant queen - 

Walter R. 

Tschinkel 

DVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc

&index=4 

5 Bugs The world’s 

most painful 

insect sting - 

Justin Schmidt 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=PUe80HnKE3E

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgG

DVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc

&index=5 

19/4/2021 1.015 

6 Bugs The sexual de-

ception of or-

chids - Anne 

Gaskett 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=hmI-

rJuYAjw&list=PLJicmE8

fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2d

lIeJHlc&index=6  

14/2/2019 690 

7 Bugs The loathsome, 

lethal mosquito 

- Rose Eveleth 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=IkmjCmvfeFI&l

ist=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDV

zv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&in

dex=7  

2/12/2013 4.649 

8 Bugs Why the insect 

brain is so in-

credible - Anna 

Stöckl 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=OQw3TNRnJ1I

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgG

DVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc

&index=8 

14/4/2016 723 

9 Bugs Licking bees 

and pulping 

trees: The reign 

of a wasp queen 

- Kenny Coogan 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=q93IfqUbEf4&li

st=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDV

zv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&in

dex=9  

28/1/2020 1.460 

10 Bugs Why do honey-

bees love hexa-

gons? - Zack 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=QEzlsjAqADA

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgG

10/6/2014 1.417 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNdouBNrnM0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNdouBNrnM0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PUe80HnKE3E&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PUe80HnKE3E&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PUe80HnKE3E&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PUe80HnKE3E&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PUe80HnKE3E&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hmI-rJuYAjw&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hmI-rJuYAjw&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hmI-rJuYAjw&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hmI-rJuYAjw&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hmI-rJuYAjw&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkmjCmvfeFI&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkmjCmvfeFI&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkmjCmvfeFI&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkmjCmvfeFI&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkmjCmvfeFI&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQw3TNRnJ1I&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQw3TNRnJ1I&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQw3TNRnJ1I&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQw3TNRnJ1I&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQw3TNRnJ1I&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q93IfqUbEf4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q93IfqUbEf4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q93IfqUbEf4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q93IfqUbEf4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q93IfqUbEf4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QEzlsjAqADA&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QEzlsjAqADA&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QEzlsjAqADA&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=10
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Patterson and 

Andy Peterson 

DVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc

&index=10 

11 Bugs Why isn't the 

world covered 

in poop? - Elea-

nor Slade and 

Paul Manning 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=uSTNyHkde08

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgG

DVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc

&index=11 

26/4/2018 4.094 

12 Bugs The case of the 

vanishing hon-

eybees - Emma 

Bryce 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=oz1Cz8ko8iY&l

ist=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDV

zv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&in

dex=12  

18/3/2014 802 

13 Bugs A simple way to 

tell insects apart 

- Anika Hazra 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=BvLolPN8NvU

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgG

DVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc

&index=13 

3/4/2018 221 

14 Bugs The life cycle of 

the butterfly - 

Franziska Bauer 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=rcAN4rkTmNU

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgG

DVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc

&index=14 

1/3/2018 322 

15 Bugs Just add water: 

The garden in-

sect that can 

turn into a 

plague - Jeffrey 

A. Lockwood 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=6iAfUomyCjo&

list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGD

Vzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&i

ndex=15  

4/11/2021 682 

16 Bugs Inside the ant 

colony - Debo-

rah M. Gordon 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=vG-

QZOTc5_Q&list=PLJicm

8/7/2014 831 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QEzlsjAqADA&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QEzlsjAqADA&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uSTNyHkde08&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uSTNyHkde08&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uSTNyHkde08&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uSTNyHkde08&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uSTNyHkde08&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oz1Cz8ko8iY&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oz1Cz8ko8iY&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oz1Cz8ko8iY&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oz1Cz8ko8iY&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oz1Cz8ko8iY&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BvLolPN8NvU&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BvLolPN8NvU&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BvLolPN8NvU&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BvLolPN8NvU&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BvLolPN8NvU&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rcAN4rkTmNU&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rcAN4rkTmNU&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rcAN4rkTmNU&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rcAN4rkTmNU&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rcAN4rkTmNU&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6iAfUomyCjo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6iAfUomyCjo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6iAfUomyCjo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6iAfUomyCjo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6iAfUomyCjo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vG-QZOTc5_Q&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=16
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vG-QZOTc5_Q&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=16
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vG-QZOTc5_Q&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=16
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E8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb

_2dlIeJHlc&index=16  

17 Bugs Cicadas: The 

dormant army 

beneath your 

feet - Rose 

Eveleth 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=8iaoEkpnvVk&l

ist=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDV

zv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&in

dex=17  

5/9/2013 345 

18 Bugs How bees help 

plants have sex 

- Fernanda S. 

Valdovinos 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=Y5uRVv7GGQ

M&list=PLJicmE8fK0Eg

GDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHl

c&index=18  

17/6/2014 69 

19 Bugs Why are cock-

roaches so hard 

to kill? - Ameya 

Gondhalekar 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=lkdLg0Nq4SQ&

list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGD

Vzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&i

ndex=19  

19/4/2022 2.636 

20 Bugs These animals 

are also plants 

… wait, what? - 

Luka Seamus 

Wright 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=fSaHVHTqDY0

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgG

DVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc

&index=20 

14/6/2022 898 

21 Bugs Coneheads, egg 

stacks and ant-

eater attacks: 

The reign of a 

termite queen - 

Barbara L. 

Thorne 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=JGnXq8l-

rwo&list=PLJicmE8fK0E

gGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJH

lc&index=21  

25/8/2022 303 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vG-QZOTc5_Q&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=16
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vG-QZOTc5_Q&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=16
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8iaoEkpnvVk&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8iaoEkpnvVk&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8iaoEkpnvVk&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8iaoEkpnvVk&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8iaoEkpnvVk&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y5uRVv7GGQM&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y5uRVv7GGQM&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y5uRVv7GGQM&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y5uRVv7GGQM&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y5uRVv7GGQM&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkdLg0Nq4SQ&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkdLg0Nq4SQ&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkdLg0Nq4SQ&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkdLg0Nq4SQ&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkdLg0Nq4SQ&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fSaHVHTqDY0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fSaHVHTqDY0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fSaHVHTqDY0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fSaHVHTqDY0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fSaHVHTqDY0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGnXq8l-rwo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGnXq8l-rwo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGnXq8l-rwo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGnXq8l-rwo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGnXq8l-rwo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgGDVzv7xRSLb_2dlIeJHlc&index=21
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22 Creative 

Writing  

Become a slam 

poet in five 

steps - Gayle 

Danley 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=9f8VcV8v2LE&

list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9

PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa  

27/3/2013 383 

23 Creative 

Writing  

How to write 

descriptively - 

Nalo Hopkinson 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=RSoRzTtwgP4

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT

9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnA

a&index=2  

16/11/2015 3.147 

24 Creative 

Writing  

Three anti-

social skills to 

improve your 

writing - Nadia 

Kalman 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=flthk8SNiiE&lis

t=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9Pa

LkW977tUpmUXtnAa&i

ndex=3  

20/11/2012 1.629 

25 Creative 

Writing  

How to make 

your writing 

funnier - Cheri 

Steinkellner 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=zNTxSBgDNp4

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT

9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnA

a&index=4  

9/2/2016 2.289 

26 Creative 

Writing  

How to make 

your writing 

suspenseful - 

Victoria Smith 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=xjKruwAfZWk

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT

9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnA

a&index=5  

31/10/2017 1.526 

27 Creative 

Writing  

How to build a 

fictional world 

- Kate Messner 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=ZQTQSbjecLg

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT

9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnA

a&index=6  

9/1/2014 5.915 

28 Creative 

Writing  

What makes a 

hero?- Matthew 

Winkler 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=Hhk4N9A0oCA

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT

4/12/2012 6050 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9f8VcV8v2LE&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9f8VcV8v2LE&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9f8VcV8v2LE&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9f8VcV8v2LE&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSoRzTtwgP4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSoRzTtwgP4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSoRzTtwgP4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSoRzTtwgP4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSoRzTtwgP4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flthk8SNiiE&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flthk8SNiiE&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flthk8SNiiE&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flthk8SNiiE&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flthk8SNiiE&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNTxSBgDNp4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNTxSBgDNp4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNTxSBgDNp4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNTxSBgDNp4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNTxSBgDNp4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjKruwAfZWk&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjKruwAfZWk&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjKruwAfZWk&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjKruwAfZWk&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjKruwAfZWk&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQTQSbjecLg&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQTQSbjecLg&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQTQSbjecLg&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQTQSbjecLg&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQTQSbjecLg&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hhk4N9A0oCA&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hhk4N9A0oCA&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hhk4N9A0oCA&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=7
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9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnA

a&index=7  

29 Creative 

Writing  

The art of the 

metaphor - 

Jane Hirshfield 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=A0edKgL9EgM

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT

9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnA

a&index=8  

24/9/2012 552 

30 Creative 

Writing  

The power of a 

great introduc-

tion - Carolyn 

Mohr 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=j0_u-

lourd0&list=PLJicmE8fK

0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpm

UXtnAa&index=9  

27/9/2012 343 

31 Creative 

Writing  

What makes a 

poem … a po-

em? - Melissa 

Kovacs 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=JwhouCNq-

Fc&list=PLJicmE8fK0Eg

aT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtn

Aa&index=10  

20/3/2017 2.539 

32 Creative 

Writing  

First person vs. 

Second person 

vs. Third person 

- Rebekah 

Bergman 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=B5vEfuLS2Qc&

list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9

PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa

&index=11 

25/6/2020 799 

33 Constructi

on 

Why doesn’t the 

Leaning Tower 

of Pisa fall 

over? - Alex 

Gendler 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=HFqf6aKdOC0

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EinZ

Z6hY-RzJr8kcgIERWEc 

3/12/2019 1.748 

34 Constructi

on 

Blood, concrete, 

and dynamite: 

Building the 

Hoover Dam - 

Alex Gendler 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=TlyIDlFNVOY

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EinZ

Z6hY-

RzJr8kcgIERWEc&index

23/11/2021 574 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hhk4N9A0oCA&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hhk4N9A0oCA&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0edKgL9EgM&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0edKgL9EgM&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0edKgL9EgM&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0edKgL9EgM&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0edKgL9EgM&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0_u-lourd0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0_u-lourd0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0_u-lourd0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0_u-lourd0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0_u-lourd0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JwhouCNq-Fc&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JwhouCNq-Fc&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JwhouCNq-Fc&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JwhouCNq-Fc&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JwhouCNq-Fc&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5vEfuLS2Qc&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5vEfuLS2Qc&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5vEfuLS2Qc&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5vEfuLS2Qc&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5vEfuLS2Qc&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgaT9PaLkW977tUpmUXtnAa&index=11
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35 Constructi

on 

Will there ever 

be a mile-high 

skyscraper? - 

Stefan Al 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=kF54-

camgCg&list=PLJicmE8f

K0EinZZ6hY-

RzJr8kcgIERWEc&index

=3 

7/2/2019 1.939 

36 Constructi

on 

Why isn’t the 

Netherlands un-

derwater? - 

Stefan Al 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=25LW_PG2ZuI

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EinZ

Z6hY-

RzJr8kcgIERWEc&index

=4 

24/3/2020 4.120 

37 Constructi

on 

Demolition, 

disease, and 

death: Building 

the Panama Ca-

nal - Alex Gen-

dler 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=uE_UuHRtXCY

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EinZ

Z6hY-

RzJr8kcgIERWEc&index

=5 

27/4/2021 636 

38 Constructi

on 

How one design 

flaw almost 

toppled a sky-

scraper - Alex 

Gendler 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=x0tcRqf7ciY&li

st=PLJicmE8fK0EinZZ6h

Y-

RzJr8kcgIERWEc&index

=6 

6/5/2021 625 

39 Constructi

on 

How the world's 

first metro sys-

tem was built - 

Christian Wol-

mar 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=VdZd5zYTKA

w&list=PLJicmE8fK0Ein

ZZ6hY-

RzJr8kcgIERWEc&index

19/4/2018 997 
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40 Constructi

on 

How the world's 

longest under-

water tunnel 

was built - Alex 

Gendler 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=qNS2jj2w-

GI&list=PLJicmE8fK0Ei

nZZ6hY-

RzJr8kcgIERWEc&index

=8 

30/3/2020 1.645 

41 Constructi

on 

How the 

world’s tallest 

skyscraper was 

built - Alex 

Gendler 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=el1K-

xILt-

wo&list=PLJicmE8fK0Ei

nZZ6hY-

RzJr8kcgIERWEc&index

=9 

20/4/2021 679 

42 Constructi

on 

One of the most 

epic engineering 

feats in history - 

Alex Gendler 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=dyckL6HuLRU

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EinZ

Z6hY-

RzJr8kcgIERWEc&index

=10 

11/2/2020 487 

43 Constructi

on 

Could we build 

a wooden sky-

scraper? - Stef-

an Al 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=E_vPKqVg1eA

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EinZ

Z6hY-

RzJr8kcgIERWEc&index

=11 

6/7/2021 1.985 

44 Constructi

on 

Building the 

world's largest 

(and most con-

troversial) pow-

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=dcZ0BXJYlUA

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EinZ

Z6hY-

10/12/2020 1.053 
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er plant - Alex 

Gendler 

RzJr8kcgIERWEc&index

=12 

45 Constructi

on 

Building the 

impossible: 

Golden Gate 

Bridge - Alex 

Gendler 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=EPd2w5d_qAk

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EinZ

Z6hY-

RzJr8kcgIERWEc&index

=13 

22/2/2022 293 

46 Constructi

on 

How the Suez 

Canal changed 

the world - Lu-

cia Carminati 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=i9p-a8YJO-

o&list=PLJicmE8fK0Ein

ZZ6hY-

RzJr8kcgIERWEc&index

=14 

3/5/2022 439 

47 Mental 

Health  

What is depres-

sion? - Helen 

M. Farrell 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=z-

IR48Mb3W0&list=PLJic

mE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzs

PD6VQThV5S  

15/12/2015 25.859 

48 Mental 

Health  

The psychology 

of narcissism - 

W. Keith 

Campbell 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=arJLy3hX1E8&l

ist=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcH

oA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&i

ndex=2  

23/2/2016 12.281 

49 Mental 

Health  

Debunking the 

myths of OCD - 

Natascha M. 

Santos 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=DhlRgwdDc-

E&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgF

qcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5

S&index=3  

19/5/2015 10.893 

50 Mental What is bipolar 

disorder? - Hel-

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=RrWBhVlD1H8

9/2/2017 7.765 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-IR48Mb3W0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-IR48Mb3W0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-IR48Mb3W0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-IR48Mb3W0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-IR48Mb3W0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=arJLy3hX1E8&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=arJLy3hX1E8&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=arJLy3hX1E8&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=arJLy3hX1E8&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=arJLy3hX1E8&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DhlRgwdDc-E&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DhlRgwdDc-E&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DhlRgwdDc-E&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DhlRgwdDc-E&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DhlRgwdDc-E&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RrWBhVlD1H8&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RrWBhVlD1H8&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=4
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Health  en M. Farrell &list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFq

cHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S

&index=4 

51 Mental 

Health  

The psychology 

of post-

traumatic stress 

disorder - Joelle 

Rabow Maletis 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=b_n9qegR7C4&

list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqc

HoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S

&index=5 

25/6/2018 3.057 

52 Mental 

Health  

What is impost-

er syndrome 

and how can 

you combat it? - 

Elizabeth Cox 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=ZQUxL4Jm1Lo

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFq

cHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S

&index=6 

28/8/2018 6.210 

53 Mental 

Health  

Does stress af-

fect your 

memory? - 

Elizabeth Cox 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=hyg7lcU4g8E&l

ist=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcH

oA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&i

ndex=7  

4/9/2018 516 

54 Mental 

Health  

The truth about 

electroconvul-

sive therapy 

(ECT) - Helen 

M. Farrell 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=AcmarVpo2xE

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFq

cHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S

&index=8 

14/1/2019 1.547 

55 Mental 

Health  

What is schizo-

phrenia? - 

Anees Bahji 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=K2sc_ck5BZU

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFq

cHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S

&index=9 

26/3/2020 10.245 

56 Mental 

Health  

What causes 

panic attacks, 

and how can 

you prevent 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=IzFObkVRSV0

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFq

cHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S

8/10/2020 6.817 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RrWBhVlD1H8&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RrWBhVlD1H8&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RrWBhVlD1H8&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_n9qegR7C4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_n9qegR7C4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_n9qegR7C4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_n9qegR7C4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_n9qegR7C4&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQUxL4Jm1Lo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQUxL4Jm1Lo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQUxL4Jm1Lo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQUxL4Jm1Lo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQUxL4Jm1Lo&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyg7lcU4g8E&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyg7lcU4g8E&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyg7lcU4g8E&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyg7lcU4g8E&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyg7lcU4g8E&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcmarVpo2xE&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcmarVpo2xE&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcmarVpo2xE&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcmarVpo2xE&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcmarVpo2xE&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2sc_ck5BZU&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2sc_ck5BZU&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2sc_ck5BZU&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2sc_ck5BZU&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2sc_ck5BZU&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzFObkVRSV0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzFObkVRSV0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzFObkVRSV0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzFObkVRSV0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=10
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them? - Cindy J. 

Aaronson 

&index=10 

57 Mental 

Health  

How do antide-

pressants work? 

- Neil R. Jeya-

singam 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=ClPVJ25Ka4k&

list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqc

HoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S

&index=11 

18/3/2021 3.706 

58 Mental 

Health  

4 signs of emo-

tional abuse - 

Viann Nguyen-

Feng 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=x2Q_kYyCH9Q

&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFq

cHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S

&index=12 

17/3/2022 882 

59 Mental 

Health  

Why are eating 

disorders so 

hard to treat? - 

Anees Bahji 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=3Bax8ijH038&li

st=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcH

oA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&i

ndex=13  

19/5/2022 938 

    Total com-

ments: 

167.987 

 

 

 

3.2 Sentiment Analysis using VADER 

We choose to proceed with VADER algorithm for the sentiment analysis of the com-

ments. The VADER is the abbreviation of the Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment 

Resonance. The VADER it belongs to the lexicon-based sentiment analyses approaches 

that is widely spread in order to analyze comments, tweets reviews and every type of 

published text (Calderon, 2017).  A benefit that is provided from the Vader is the lack 

of a training model, and also it can manage difficult situations in sentences like emoti-

cons, abbreviations, slangs etc. (Hutto, C.J,2020). 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzFObkVRSV0&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ClPVJ25Ka4k&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ClPVJ25Ka4k&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ClPVJ25Ka4k&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ClPVJ25Ka4k&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ClPVJ25Ka4k&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2Q_kYyCH9Q&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2Q_kYyCH9Q&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2Q_kYyCH9Q&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2Q_kYyCH9Q&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2Q_kYyCH9Q&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Bax8ijH038&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Bax8ijH038&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Bax8ijH038&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Bax8ijH038&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Bax8ijH038&list=PLJicmE8fK0EgFqcHoA4ufzsPD6VQThV5S&index=13
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The VADER analysis is concentrated around the intensity of emotions or the empathize 

when someone express them, which is the logic behind the Vader Algorithm, resulting 

in give higher scores from the existence of punctuations and exclamation points. The 

algorithm can score differently sentences even are the same, with the condition of utiliz-

ing the capital letters such as: “WONDERFUL” and “wonderful” the capital word will 

have a higher score than the other one, even if words are identical.  The algorithm-

function of Vader scores each text with negative, positive, neutral and compound polari-

ties (Hutto, C.J,2020). The values of the neutral, positive and negative are labeled be-

tween 0 and 1, however the compound polarity is labeled between the space of -1 and 1.  

 

3.2.1 Implementation 

After the creation of csv file for each video, the next process is to merge them in one. 

The tool that was used to combine the induvial files into one was the “merge-csv.com”. 

Since, the file was downloaded the following step is the data transformation in order to 

proceed with the analysis. This step involves a merge between the columns of the com-

ments, this action helped us to analyze better the data in python. Continuing the process 

of the analysis, we open python anaconda and though the Jupyter notebook, we could 

develop the code. An essential step is to import the libraries that are missing from jupy-

ter in order to move with the sentiment analysis as the figure 12.  
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Figure 12: Libraries that are downloaded for the vader analysis 

 

The figure 10 presents the code that contains the request of python from the jupyter 

notebook in order to draw the data from the computer.  

 

Figure 13: Reading the data from the computer.  

 

After drawing the data, the next involves cleaning (Figure 11) them for the analysis so 

we used stopwords function. This allowed the algorithm to remove non relevant words 

from the text that do not give an added value to the sentence. Moving on we define the 

comment_preproc as a function of cleaning the data from links or other characters that 

waste only time from the analysis. In the end we return the values from the function and 

store them in a new column which named [clean_text]. 
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Figure 14:Data cleaning code and calling the five rows. 

 

Now it is the time to apply the vader algorithm. As it is shown in the Figure 12, we cre-

ate a new table where the values of the analysis will be stored, we called it res, and for 

each comment according to its id, we calculate the polarity scores (neg=negative, 

neu=neutral, pos=positive and compound score). After the calculation of the polarities 

scores, we used “vaders” as a new table for combining the table of the polarity scores 

with the original table of comments. The new table can be seen through the figure 12. 

 

Figure 15: Sentiment analysis using the Vader.  

The next step is to characterize each comment according to the compound score. In the 

figure 13, there is the process in how we achieve the polarity of each comment. Through 

the compound score we define if a comment has more than +0.5, then the comment it is 

categorized as positive, if it is less than the -0.5 then the comment it called negative, or 

else neither of the previous of the conditions do not exist the comment it is listed as neu-

tral. All of those characterizations are stored in a new column with the title polarity. 
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Figure 16: Polarity definition for each comment Level 3 title 

3.2.2 Keyword mining using Rake 

We used the Rake (Rapid Automatic Keyword Extraction) algorithm in order to extract 

keywords and phrases from a text. The algorithm works in a simple way it calculates the 

frequency of the words that appears in a text. However, it does not count words with no 

lexical meaning such as stop words or words with punctuations. Another function of the 

Rake is the creation of a list with stop words and delimiters phrases, which are used to 

divide a form of a big text into keywords that will be used to calculate the frequency of 

them, which appears in the specific text. The code which is presented in the figure 14 

shows the implementation of rake and the result is the new columns within the vaders. 

Additionally, another important element, that is shown in the figure, is the code for cre-

ating images from the keywords.  

 

 

Figure 17: Rake Code in Python  
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3.3 Sentiment analysis TextBlob 

Another sentiment analysis method/dictionary that we applied is the TextBlob, which is 

a library for data analysis especially for sentiment processing of a text including transla-

tion and classification. The technology that is using is the natural processing language 

(NLP). For this study TextBlob was used to categorize the sentiment comments into 

positive, negative and neutral. In addition, TextBlob results will be compared with the 

Vader analysis results.   

The algorithm has two attributes which are polarity and subjectivity essential for the 

analysis of the data. The values that polarity can take are amid -1 and 1 [-1,1], the 0 or 

0.0 classifies the comment as neutral. If the range of the values of polarity belongs to (0, 

1] then the comment is classified as positive, else then it is characterized as negative. 

The subjectivity score has the same range as the polarity score which is [-1,1], which 

the objectivity is described as the value 0.0 (Loria, 2018). The TextBlob begins import-

ing the appropriate library (figure 18) and then the entire database is running assigning 

the polarity scores (figure 18). The polarity scores need to be categorized (figure 19) ti 

positive, neutral and negative. The final step is the subjectivity to be recognized (figure 

20) and then drawning the data in csv.  

  

Figure 18: TextBlob Library and running the polarity score. 

    

Figure 19: Categorize the polarity code.  

 

Figure 20: Subjectivity code and exclude the data to a csv file. 
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3.4 Topic Modelling using LDA 

We applied the topic modelling to our dataset in order to identify general categories and 

topics regarding the comments. The method that we used is Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

or LDA, this method belongs to the probabilistic topic category. The work of Ab-

delrazek et al. (2023) shows that this process begins with the bags of words that is rep-

resented by a vector having a length of L. Then they make a hypothetical statement that 

each document ἰ can produce, one word at a time, through choosing randomly topics 

from the documents distributed topics, θἰ after choosing a random word w from the top-

ic. 

The two equations that LDA uses: 

p (θ, z, w|α, β) (1) 

 

p (θ, z| w, α, β) =
p (θ,z,w|α ,β) 

p (w|α ,β) 
  

(2)  

where z, refers to the indication of the topic assignment document ἰ 

α, β Dirichlet priors and model hyperparameters. 

The primary equation explains the joint probability of the distribution among the docu-

ments combine with the hidden structure of topics. While the second represents the cal-

culation of the probability of the distribution to the given documents, this calls to the 

inference of the hidden topic structure.  

We perform the LDA analysis in the RapidMiner. The structure it can show to the fig-

ure (number). The first step is to choose the operator that draws the data from the csv 

file. After that we need to transform the variable in order to move with the process, so 

we choose the operator text to nominal for the machine to read and made the appropri-

ate calculations. After we selected the attributes, in this case the columns that we would 

like to apply the LDA topic modelling, in our case the columns with the comments. And 

after that finished we applied the LDA operator because there are two we choose Ex-

tract Topics from Data (LDA) and then we modify the results, so to have 20 topics with 

the 10 top words.  
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Figure 21: Rapid Miner TM LDA process  
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4 Result & Discussion 

4.1 Sentiment Analysis Results 

Totally 167.987 comments were exported from the four lists of TedEd channel with ed-

ucational content. On those comments we applied sentiment analysis with Vader and 

Textblob, after clearing the noise of data the comments that remained are 167.938. The 

number of comments that we visualized through PowerBi was 167.938 because three 

rows of the CSV had as polarity null values, due to the load of the file in in the desktop 

app of PowerBi. The main outcomes are shown in figure 22, for the VADER analysis 

the plethora of comments has been categorized as neutral the 74,43% or in number the 

124.992 comments. The second emotion that has shown by the Vader analysis is the 

positive with 15% belonging to 25.184 comments and the final sentiment with negative 

10,58% with 17.762 comments. Even though the dominant sentiment is the neutral we 

can observe that the positive sentiments is higher than the negative, which indicates that 

the educational videos have a positive impact on the viewers. This conclusion is aligned 

with the work of Lee et al. (2017), showing that the positive attitude can create a posi-

tive learning culture that could help to bloom the self-directed learning. 

 

 

Figure 22: PowerBi Polarity score chart pie for VADER analysis  
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The same pattern followed by the Textblob analysis (figure 23) (named polarityf in or-

der not to be confused with vader analysis) where the neutral was the main sentient over 

the comments with the percentage of 57,09% (95.881 comments), while the second is 

the positive with 29,18% (48.999 comments) and in the last place is the negative senti-

ment holding the 13,73% (23.058 comments). This led us to the conclusion that even 

the overall sentiment is neutral, there is a positive feeling in the comments supporting 

the findings of the Vader analysis.  

 

 

Figure 23: PowerBi TextBlob Sentiment Analysis score 

However, we can observe that the two algorithms that have been used have some differ-

ences in percentages. The Vader analysis presents high rankings in the neutral results 

while the TextBlob scores higher in the positive and negative sentiments. We observe 

that neutral segment reduced by almost 17%, while the negative and the positive are al-

most doubled. The table 5 is taken from the PowerBi can show where the loss and gains 

have been experienced between the two methods of sentiment analysis. The columns of 

sentiments refer to the polarity of Vader analysis, whereas the row are the sentiments 

from the textblob analysis. We should take a look on what happened on the positive and 

negative, a main issue is how some comments in the Vader analysis can be categorized 

as positive and in the textblob analysis can be characterized negative, one factor is the 

drawback of the TextBlob that many comments can be categorized as neutral (Sohangir 

et al., 2018), because the algorithm cannot recognize the irony and the slang words. Ad-
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ditionally, this happened because the Vader has a better capability to analyze text from 

social media than TextBlob (Mujahid et al., 2021). The findings presents that the posi-

tive comments are higher than the negative ones in both analyses, so there is the possi-

bility that the positive comments combining with other traits of the videos can play a 

crucial role and lead the learner to a behavior of SDL (Lee et al., 2017) 

Table  5: PowerBi table of TextBlob and VADER sentiments  

Polarity Negative  Neutral  Positive  Total  

Negative -

Polarityf 

8.565 5.450 3.747 17.762 

Neutral - Polar-

ityf 

13.020 86.706 25.266 124.992 

Positive - Po-

larityf 

1.473 3.725 19.986 25.184 

Total  23.058 95.881 14.207 167.938 

 

  

 

Another interesting fact is how the emotions have evolved over time regarding the 

comments. The figure 24 shows three colored lines representing the sentiments positive 

(Sum of pos), negative (Sum of neg) and neutral (Sum of neu). Neutral sentiment has a 

high polarity (dark blue) over the graph while the positive (orange) follows, at last the 

negative (azure). An interesting thing that we need to aim is that the positive and neutral 

sentiment experience almost the same path (increase, decrease). The main peak for all 

the sentiments were the 2020, and after that period a decline path has started for the pe-

riod of 2020 to 2021 the decrease rate is low while after that time the percentage is 

growing. We would like to know what the future holds for the sentiments. Considering 

the declination of the sentiments in the graph, we do not have much evidence to support 

what are the main key factors, but we assumed that the period that started the declina-

tion path the same period the humanity suffered by the Covid-19, this needs further in-

vestigation in order to conclude which element has so drastic effect on videos of TedEd. 

Before the year of 2014 there are the sentiments of the comments that do not have time 

stamp.  
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Figure 24: How the sentiment evolved through time 

 

4.2 Topic Clustering using LDA - results. 

 

Utilizing the rapidminer processes we succeeded to create 20 topics regarding our 

comments that have passed through cleaning in the python. The rapidminer succeed in 

creating 20 topics given the words from text. The topics has been characterized by the 

words given in each topic for example topic 0 refers to the Ted loving animation videos. 

The words from the comments that clustered together reflects the essence of the majori-

ty of comments. The 20 topics we manage to categorize into some themes according to 

the words that are contain. From those topics we manage to create eight categories that 

we could fit according to the words that include. The eight categories are: 

 

• Bugs  

• Construction 

• Creative writing  

• Religion 
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• Business 

• Mental health  

• Video appraisal  

• Two or more categories  

 

 

One of the most interesting topics is the which has a big concentration on words with 

similar meanings that refers the like of the TedEd videos. There were some issues that 

we faced during this procedure because the language that were using was so informal 

that some comments could not clean further and so some words are in other language, 

or cut some of words. So, the analysis tried to categorize even those words.  

From the images 25 and 26 that contains the weighted words, the LDA analysis con-

cluded that the words of “video” and “dont”, belong to the words that have an influence 

on the topics. This can be observed that both words are in the center with the biggest 

bubble which refers that the frequency of appearance is higher. We can also, observe 

that words “like”, “quot”, “people”, “depression”, “know”, “ocd” have a weighted im-

portance. In addition, there are positive words and neutral which referring to the videos, 

which are group together (table 5) which allowing us to assume that the videos of the 

TedEd were very interesting and create a positive attitude towards to learners when they 

were watching them. Another thing worth of mentioning is that an unknown number of 

words are showed more times than the others, but one explanation is that different top-

ics can include same words but with different meanings.  

In addition, with a human perspective there is an effort to assign name in each topic to 

entitle them according to the words that include table 5 along to put in themes, too. In 

this case there is an effort to understand how the words group by and what is the essen-

tial information about the group that is extracted.  
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Figure 25: Bubble Chart with the weighted words 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26: Rapidminer Bar plot the weighted word for each topic. 
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Bugs  

The topics that belong to the bug category contains the topic 2 and 6. The piece of 

the information that is contained in these topics are the digestive system and how 

to kill bugs. From that information we could understand that the individual behav-

ior wants to know more about the bugs daily routine and specific the inner diges-

tive system and the other topic refers on how to kill insects. Both of these topics 

are informative, but the topic 6 human kill insects give a behavioral character, be-

cause the information that it offers is the one, that people may want to know in 

order how to use and refers to kill insects and this particular information may be 

found through the videos. The question is did they use this piece of information, 

or not? 

 

Construction  

For the construction theme the LDA analysis showed that one topic has been in-

cluded in this category. The topics are 17 the words that created these topics have 

references to the construction of dam buildings and the constructions related to the 

water.  

 

Creative Writing  

For the Creative Writing category LDA analysis gave only topic 14. The piece of 

the information that holds in this topic as his name suggest is how to write a good 

story, many of learners liked the videos because they paved the way on good writ-

ing tips. This may lead the learner not only to acquire a knowledge, but it also en-

hances his/her writing skill through that knowledge. 

 

Religion  

For the Religion theme there are topics that come together 3 and 9. The topic 3 

has the main title of Praying to the God while the 9 the Faith in the God. These 

topics express that many comments have been for a reason, and this probably may 

connect with the other category which is the Mental Health. People may express 
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their gratitude towards God or their prayers and perhaps the comments have sev-

eral cases that this phenomenon may happen.  

 

Business 

In the Business category there is only one topic which is the 8. The concept idea 

that this topic hides is the investment in cryptocurrency. This topic is not much 

relevant with any others and need to be found out that if the comments were ran-

dom in this situation or if there is a pattern behind it.  

 

Mental Health  

This category has topics 1, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 12 13, 16 and 18, the word extraction 

speaks about two things the clearly is not understandable yet. The topic contains 

information about mental health issues that people may suffered or not and from 

the videos and the comments they made tried either to understand the mental 

health issues, identify some of the symptoms in them or to share their suffering 

with others. In addition, the topic 7 refers to two big narcists personalities accord-

ing to the comments which are “Donald Trump” and “Kanye West”, which leads 

in connection on narcissist behavior and these personalities. So, people watching 

the TedEd videos recognize patterns between famous people and traits of narcis-

sism that identified through the videos.  

The topics that clear mentions about a mental disease (topic: 1, 4, 5, 10, 12, 16 

and 18), present words taking from people that suffered a mental disease or some-

one their social or family environment that has suffered a similar case.  There are 

topics that present some kind of help like topic 11 and 13 the one to describe in 

how to remove the negative thoughts simply by breathing techniques the “eath” 

word comes from the breath because we applied the cleaning technique to remove 

the “br” from the text since referred more frequently to html language and links to 

other sites. The topic 13 shows a medical that could help people and relax from 

their suffering which is the microdosing.  

The religion category is connected to this category because doing manual research 

it exploits that people who suffered from mental disease prayed to the God. The 

comments coming from the educational videos with the mental health have a reli-
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gious characteristic. In addition, according to the King & McCashin (2022) people 

who suffering from the BPD need to connect with others in order to support each 

other, perhaps the religion plays the role of the medium. The common ground of 

religion plays a crucial role in mental health in two levels first to give the people 

courage to continue with the struggle of the disease, and secondly to become a ba-

sis to connect with others and encourage them to make it through this. The study 

of Azer et al. (2022) could show that videos that talking about mental health could 

be an educative product for the public in a way because those TedEd videos it 

could be a basis for the society to have a better understanding of people's suffering 

of serious mental diseases.  

Also, the videos gave individuals the possibility of being teacher and a student the 

same time. This is caused the information that videos provide, but also the ex-

change of “experience” having as a medium the comments with other users. This 

makes the people to externalize the problem of the mental disease and let the pub-

lic learn about it.  

 

Video’s appraisal  

This category concerns topics that have positive words for the videos. From the 

analysis we found out that are three topics that belong in this case which are topic 

0 and 19. These topics have a central aim to show the positive characteristics of 

those videos. In addition, we exclude information such as gratitude towards the 

videos, or how the approach in designing that the videos have could generate posi-

tive feedback on those who watched the videos. This category helped us to realize 

which is the element that creates a positive attitude towards the learner.   

 

More than two categories  

In this theme, only on topic exist, the topic 15 which refers to living entities. This 

topic has so many other categories to refers liked the Bugs category as a living en-

tity, as God’s creation in religion, the people in Mental health and so it was hard 

to put a label on it. This perhaps belongs to a drawback that arise from the LDA 

analysis which is strictly this word to belong to one or the other category. And so, 

it repeats words because each topic uses the same word differentely. 
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Overall, those topics coming from LDA could give to the instructor a useful tool 

that could be play a part in an educational process. How it could be achieved? If 

those videos could become material of the class like in the study of Tolkach & 

Praff (2021) and be subject to discussion in the learners, so expressing and sharing 

their opinions could be resulting in a collaborative knowledge (Dubovi & Tabak, 

2020). This work could be enhanced by asking them how they felt when the watch 

the video about the specific topic, if they did not understand an element in the 

video, in this way it could arise questions that enrich their knowledge and through 

the discussion in groups they could realize what people’s perception about a par-

ticular domain. Another fact is that the videos used to recognize patterns of behav-

iors from the watchers that could be used to enhance the educational process, ad-

just it and create a customed learning environment.  

 

 

Table  6: Topic including the words. 

Topic Topic Name  Words  

0 

Ted loving 

animation 

videos 

Video, thank, nan, ted, animation, love, thanks, great, good, really 

1 

Panic At-

tacks 

Panic, like, attack, attacks, one, get, time, feel, years, got 

2 

Bugs diges-

tive system 

Eat, bugs, poop, like, eating, bug, insects, food, would, cockroach-

es 

3 

Praying to 

the God  

God, jesus, bless, lord, christ, handle, shrooms, may, believe, dmt 

4 

Narcissist as 

mental dis-

order 

People, think, like, mental, self, disorder, narcissist, one, way, quot 

5 

Mental dis-

orders 

Depression, bipolar, disorder, help, schizophrenia, years, anxiety, 

medication, diagnosed, also 
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6 

Humans kill 

insects 

Human, ants, bees, ant, mosquito, kill, Frodo, yes, take, fire 

7 

Famous nar-

cissist peo-

ple 

Trump, Donald, narcissist, narcissism, help, kanye, phone, found, 

like, west 

8 

Invest strat-

egies 

Market, youre, free, invest, strategies, affordable, profitable, btc, 

eth, saitama 

9 Faith in God God, life, souls, love, keep, faith, heart, mind, respect, knowledge 

10 

Ocd  Ocd, like, things, dont, something, times, people, think, hands, 

even 

11 

Negative 

Thoughts 

Que, negative, thoughts, mind, eath, reduce, life, sit, observe, prac-

tice 

12 Depression Dont, feel, like, know, depression, people, get, want, help, think 

13 

Microdosing 

can help. 

Help, microdosing, plans, depression, recommend, helped, got, 

seek, ptsd, really 

14 

How to 

write a good 

story 

Story, world, write, like, book, writing, make, quot, read, one 

15 

Living enti-

ties 

World, hero, one, life, humans, human, earth, insects, God, live 

16 

Depression-

Walls in 

head 

Walls, living, ect, get, head, depression, treatment, memory, thera-

py, effects 

17 

Construction 

dam - build-

ings 

Water, would, building, tower, Netherlands, country, dam, use, 

build, system 

18 

Sus voices 

syndrome 

Sus, imposter, voices, syndrome, red, kinda, among, amogus, im-

postor, vent 

19 Video like  Quot, lol, video, like, comment, yes, one, watching, said, yeah 
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From the image with the weighted words per topic we see that the topics that refers to 

the video’s appraisal main theme and the subtopics there is a big concentration of 

words. Regarding and the results of the sentiment analysis individual found the educa-

tional videos with the specific traits very interesting. In addition, the topics of this cate-

gory suggest that the video animation it creates an atmosphere on the mind of the learn-

er, that reflects that time passes smoothly watching the video. Another topic that has a 

big concentration of words are the topic 12 which refers to the general population that 

cannot understand those who live with depression and other mental diseases and do not 

know how to help them.  

 

 

Figure 27: WordCloud 
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5 Limitations 

Every work has obstacles, and this research could not exclude from it. The limitations 

that showed up throughout the research could possibly affect the results of the research. 

The limitations begin from the data retrieval step. The moment we choose the YouTube 

platform to proceed with the research, rejecting other platforms that starting using edu-

cational content such as Instagram that uses small duration educational videos in order 

to present useful information to individuals. As a result, the videos from YouTube that 

we analyzed through the sentiment analysis tools cannot represent the sentiments of 

online society for the educational videos.                                             

Another issue that we had to face is the number of videos that we would analyze are the 

too many or too less. Could we use different videos from different channels or staying 

in the same channel? The videos should have the same characteristics or not? All those 

questions and the path that we followed could give a different result in the end and so, 

different findings.  

In order to move with this dissertation, the comments of the YouTube should be in Eng-

lish, which is serious limitation due to the reason that we should exclude some of the 

comments from the analysis. However, there are words that even with the cleaning pro-

cess applied properly remain in the comments or the clean cut some of the words. For 

some reason rapidminer not only allowed to exist but it categorizes the words in such 

way to have a meaning for the topic.  

Another, issue that we have to deal with was the algorithms that we had to applied for 

the sentiment analysis, which is TextBlob and Vader do not give a particular image 

about the overall sentiment even the topic clustering shows that there is a positive vibe 

coming from the videos, so we had to use each other as a form of confirmation of re-

sults. In this way, we could verify the results even with some deviation in the findings 

of the methods. So, we tried to assure that the results are confirmed by three different 
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means, because since there were not much research in this field, we needed to utilize all 

the tools to assure that the results are valid. 

 

6 Conclusions  

This dissertation had as an aim to investigate primarily the polarity of the 167.738 re-

garding videos with educational content. The platform that was used in order to draw all 

the data was Youtube. The platform could provide valid educational content through 

channels, like TedEd, that have a plethora of videos on specific topics presented by 

people with an expertise in this field. From the other to discover topics through LDA in 

order to investigate which were the elements or the piece of the information of the vide-

os that people would like to know, or what they preferred to watch.  

The sentiment analysis presents that the majority of the comments that have been drawn 

from the YouTube were neutral, even though there is a tendency from the views to ex-

press positive comments than the negative ones. Since, the negative score was very low 

as percentage we observe that the neutral and positive follow the same path, which is 

referring to the way that experience increases and decreases. This could show a hidden 

relationship between the neutral and positive comments that needs to further investigate. 

From the application of LDA analysis through this technique was the excavation of top-

ics and themes from the comments, the results have been exposed the existence of 8 

themes from 20 topics. The number of topics we choose them randomly.  

The LDA analysis also showed that there are some certain elements that draw of the 

learners their intention of the videos, such as the animation or the message that the vid-

eos contained. Those elements play crucial role in the positive attitude of the learner and 

could lead to the extroverting their behavior and create path towards SDL (Lee et., al 

2017).   

The outcome of the study shows that social media could play a major role in educational 

process, since the learners have a positive attitude among these videos. This could lead 

to create a positive learning environment and social media can enhance it through the 

rich content that have like the case of YouTube and the TedEd channel. The specific 
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traits that videos have been created should taking into consideration for the fact that ed-

ucational system could adapt these characteristics in learning process and create for sub-

ject videos as an additional material.
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7 Future Work 

This dissertation covers some of the issues that have as main theme the learning analyt-

ics as it concerns the educational content and the attitude of the learners. In this disserta-

tion we applied sentiment analysis techniques in YouTube videos, but there could be 

used in Instagram, too. A good idea is to do comparative analysis between videos of the 

YouTube and Instagram, so it could expose differences between the social media, and 

how the learner is affected by the different social media platforms.  

Another thing that arises through the analysis is the undefined relationship that come up 

with the neutral and positive sentiment. It should be examined further if this was a ran-

dom event from the given data or there is a deep relationship between those two varia-

bles. So, more videos need to be examined for this scenario with similar traits in order 

to examine the existence of this relationship, if it is real.  
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